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Dear Sirs/Ladies; A Public Comment for Docket ID NCC-2016-0158, The Nuclear Regulatory Commissi~n 
(NRC) Notice: Program-Specific Guidance About Possession Licenses for Production of Radioactive Material 
Using an Accelerator; Extension of Comment Period. Ladies and Gentlemen thank you for the opportunity to 
comment on the production ofradioactive materials using an accelerator. The production· of Uranium has to 
be a carefully controlled production and the standardized production of Uranium used for our power plants, 
steam engines and nuclear warheads was completed long before most of us were born. Using a Nuclear 
Accelerator is not new, and can be found in Nazi Germany, Nazi Ukraine, Nazi Korea and Neo-N..a~.i Pacific 
Island and Asian Nation States Literature. From Marvel Comic Books issued by Nazi Germany, to ·· 
Conventional War Tactics including Doomsday bombings of the world in which incredible numbers of 
Accelerators that look like flying saucers are produced as a Hydrogen Bomb Accelerators which turns a 250 
megaton hydrogen bomb into a Terra Bomb. A 250 megaton bomb will create a jelly fish type detonation 

' inside the targets atmosphere and a 250 megaton Hydrogen Bomb Accelerator will detonate the target inside 
and outside of the earths atmosphere. Carpet bombing which the Nazis promote in their tactics are intended to 
end all life.on the planet and end the planet in one concerted assault. An end to our planet may.be in the worst 
case, turning it into a Comet such as Halle Bop. The License requesters may be part of a Foreign Intelligence 
or Foreign Military War Operation against the United States. One of the more than 70,000 Foreign 
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Intelligence Fronts the United States Government faces in the Intelligence War. As in all wars Intelligence 
Wars have casualties from the use of deadly force by the enemy and in considering Licenses you have to 
consider the truthfulness of the identity, nationality, reasonableness, purpose and intentions of the holders 
even if they appear to be United States Military and U.S. Citizens. Standardized Operations especially 
production are important traits of the United States. The worst case scenario may be that the Possession 
Licenses for Production of Radioactive Material using an Accelerator were and are currently being used to 
produce Uranium for Russian manufactured R-36 nuclear missiles inside the United States, Nebraska in 
particular, at Russian Air Force Underground Facilities. Every person here cari find these underground 
facilities on Google Maps so that you know that the United States Air Force has as well. The Russian made 
R-36 may have been produced for and sold to North Korea who announced a successful detonation of their 
new nuclear warhead last year. Foreign Intelligence War especially Russian Intelligence War will place its 
Intelligence Trained Air Force personnel inside the United States Air Force during Corruption operations. 
And this is the reason that the U.S. Air Force has failed to take action against the activities of the Russian Air 
Force including highly radio-active manufacture of Nuclear Weapons of Mass Destruction inside the United 
States. And the failure to react to nuclear underground tests in every plains and Midwest states which have 
had Anvil Seismic Disruptions. I can find one such test with a country drive and a radiation meter and 
watched the State drive the same route and miss the underground site. Physical Exams of United States 
Military Forces searching for Foreign Intelligence Agents is important and should be on going ~o defend 
against Foreign Intelligence Corruption Operations,.especially the sales of narcotics to U.S. Military 
personnel. If one agent becomes highly placed and high ranking say a General for example, then the Foreign 
Intelligence Agent may authorize and promote narcotic use and develop a system for buying and distributing 
it within his and others commands which may quickly spread. Whole Foreign Armies may replace the United 
States Military Forces with high U.S. Military Casualties which are Killed in Action in a Undeclared Foreign 
Intelligence War. When conducting physical exams of United States Military personnel to determine if they 
are a Foreign Intelligence Agent then the search for Cybernetic Digital and Analog Technology on their body 
such as the hip or back are important. Cybernetics is technology used to interact with the nervous system 
whether by implantation or by pressure or pressing of the device into the body of the user. To create the 
likeness or in the image of their replacement victim. It is not a internet security eves dropping operation such 
as Homeland Security may implement. I would like to see .the whole USC Title on Domestic Security 
changed to Domestic Defense and believe several Departments including the United States Defense 
Department could accomplish this. I believe Domestic Defense against unknown tactics of Intelligence War 
describes wJiat our fore fathers wished to say to meet our needs better. KMC 
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